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Introduction
We really enjoyed Switzerland and the people where lovely but Switzerland is extremely expensive 

so could not spend to much time here. For example a piece of broccoli was £6.
 We did some nights wild camping, we stayed in peoples gardens, we stayed in a garden that was 

right on the Schwyz Nidwalden (Lake) so could have a swim in the morning to wake me up and have a 
wash, from here we had to get the ferry across from Beckenried to Gersau and cycle around the lake to get 
to Erstfeld as there was no road from the side of the lake we where on.  We did a few nights on campsites I 
enjoyed the one by the Lake Maggiore again I could go swimming, there was also a great camping area at 
the top in Andermatt right by the ski lift that’s was reasonably price. Coming down from the Gotthard 
Pass we wild camped just in the tree outside of Airolo by a railway track our first night of rain since setting 
off. 
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Mountain Passes

We changed our route in Switzerland and decided to go over the Gotthard Pass into Italy. We headed up in to Wassen we were 
exhausted when we got here as our bikes are to heaven for these steep climbs, so we stayed the night in Wassen. The next days lots more steep 
climbs and made our way to Amdermatt. This was challenging, very busy road and a long tunnel with lots of road works going on which 
didn’t help things, we were not sure if you where allowed to cycle it as drivers were warning us not to go up there and telling us to go back 
down as there was a train that took you up the side of the climb but we had met a cyclist a few days before who was going the same way. We 
eventually made it to Andermat and then experienced the Gotthard Pass and the last part takes you on a cobbled road but away 
from the main traffic and to finish you off when you think your there just another little steep bit. What a great feeling when we 
got to the sign at the top and a incredible drop down and fantastic views to Airolo. 

From here we headed to Bellinzona and Lake Maggiore and stayed on a small campsite on the lake called Camping 
Bellavista which was my favourite place then we continued along the lake straight into Italy. 
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